EMMY “RECORDS”

FOR 2022 NOMINATIONS

as of July 12
does not include producing nominations

74th EMMY AWARDS
SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE EMMY WINS IN 2021

The Crown – 11
The Queen’s Gambit – 11
Saturday Night Live – 8
Ted Lasso – 7
The Mandalorian – 7
Love, Death + Robots – 6
RuPaul’s Drag Race – 5
Mare Of Easttown – 4
Bo Burnham: Inside – 3
David Attenborough: A Life On Our Planet – 3
Hacks – 3
Last Week Tonight With John Oliver – 3
Pose – 3
WandaVision – 3
David Byrne’s American Utopia – 2
Dolly Parton’s Christmas On The Square – 2
Genndy Tartakovsky’s Primal – 2
Hamilton – 2
I May Destroy You – 2
Life Below Zero – 2
Lovecraft Country – 2
The Social Dilemma - 2

PARTIAL LIST OF 2021 WINNERS

PROGRAMS:
Comedy Series: Ted Lasso
Drama Series: The Crown
Limited Series: The Queen’s Gambit
Television Movie: Dolly Parton’s Christmas On The Square
Reality-Competition Program: RuPaul’s Drag Race
Variety Series (Talk): Last Week Tonight With John Oliver
Variety Series (Sketch): Saturday Night Live

PERFORMERS:
Comedy Series: 
  Lead Actress: Jean Smart (Hacks)
  Lead Actor: Jason Sudeikis (Ted Lasso)
  Supporting Actress: Hannah Waddingham (Ted Lasso)
  Supporting Actor: Brett Goldstein (Ted Lasso)
Drama Series: 
  Lead Actress: Oliva Colman (The Crown)
  Lead Actor: Josh O’Connor (The Crown)
  Supporting Actress: Gillian Anderson (The Crown)
  Supporting Actor: Tobias Menzies (The Crown)
Limited Series/Movie: 
  Lead Actress: Kate Winslet (Mare Of Easttown)
  Lead Actor: Ewan McGregor (Halston)
  Supporting Actress: Julianne Nicholson (Mare Of Easttown)
  Supporting Actor: Evan Peters (Mare Of Easttown)
SUMMARY OF “MOST” EMMYS

MOST EMMY NOMINATIONS FOR AN INDIVIDUAL:
Lorne Michaels: 96
Sheila Nevins: 77
Hector Ramirez: 74
Edward J. Greene: 61
Jac Venza: 57

MOST EMMY NOMINATIONS FOR A PROGRAM:
Saturday Night Live: 315
Game Of Thrones: 161
ER: 124
Cheers: 117

MOST EMMYS WON BY INDIVIDUALS:
Sheila Nevins: 31
Edward J. Greene: 21
James L. Brooks: 20
Lorne Michaels: 20

MOST EMMYS WON BY A MALE PERFORMER:
Edward Asner: 7
Carl Reiner: 6 (as performer)
Tim Conway: 6
Art Carney: 6

MOST EMMYS WON BY A FEMALE PERFORMER:
Cloris Leachman: 8
Julia Louis-Dreyfus: 8 (as performer)
Mary Tyler Moore: 7
Allison Janney: 7

MOST EMMYS WON BY A PERFORMER - SAME ROLE, SAME SERIES:
Julia Louis-Dreyfus (Veep): 6
Candice Bergen (Murphy Brown): 5
Don Knotts (Andy Griffith Show): 5

MOST EMMYS WON BY A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES:
Game Of Thrones: 59

MOST EMMYS WON BY A MINISERIES:

MOST EMMYS WON BY A TELEVISION MOVIE:
Eleanor and Franklin (1976): 11
Behind The Candelabra (2013): 11

MOST EMMYS WON IN A SINGLE YEAR BY A NETWORK:
CBS (1974): 44

MOST EMMYS WON BY A SERIES IN ITS FIRST SEASON:
The West Wing (2000): 9

MOST EMMYS WON BY A SERIES IN A SINGLE SEASON:
Game Of Thrones (2015, 2016 and 2019): 12

MOST EMMY WINS AS BEST DRAMA SERIES:
Hill Street Blues: 4
L.A. Law: 4
The West Wing: 4
Mad Men: 4
Game Of Thrones: 4

MOST EMMY WINS AS BEST COMEDY SERIES:
Frasier: 5
Modern Family: 5

updated 07.12.2022 version 1
### MOST PROGRAM NOMINATIONS IN A SINGLE AWARDS YEAR

#### COMEDY SERIES
- 30 Rock (2009): 22 nominations
- Most in 2022 – Ted Lasso: 20 nominations

#### DRAMA SERIES
- Game Of Thrones (2019): 32 nominations
- Most in 2022 – Succession: 25 nominations

#### MINISERIES/LIMITED SERIES
- Roots (1977): 37 nominations
- Most in 2022 – The White Lotus: 20 nominations

#### MADE FOR TELEVISION MOVIE
- Eleanor and Franklin (1976) and Eleanor and Franklin: The White House Years (1977) and Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee (2007) and Grey Gardens (2009): 17 nominations
- Most in 2022 – Zoey’s Extraordinary Christmas: 2 nominations

#### VARIETY PROGRAM
- Saturday Night Live (2017): 22 nominations
- Most in 2022 (Variety Sketch Program) – Saturday Night Live: 9 nominations
- Most in 2022 (Variety Talk Program) – Last Week Tonight With John Oliver and The Late Show With Stephen Colbert: 5 nominations

#### NONFICTION/REALITY PROGRAM
- Cosmos: A SpaceTime Odyssey (2014): 12 nominations
- Most in 2022 – RuPaul’s Drag Race: 8 nominations

### PERFORMER SPOUSES WHO HAVE BOTH WON EMMYS
- Anne Bancroft and Mel Brooks
- Bonnie Bartlett and William Daniels
- Colleen Dewhurst and George C. Scott
- Lynn Fontanne and Alfred Lunt
- Felicity Huffman and William H. Macy
- Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn
- Marlo Thomas and Phil Donahue
- Lynn Whitfield and Brian Gibson
- Joanne Woodward and Paul Newman
- Carrie Preston and Michael Emerson

### PARENTS AND CHILDREN WHO HAVE BOTH WON EMMYS
- Lucille Ball and Lucie Arnaz
- Tony and Danny and Dae Bennett
- Ron Cephas Jones and Jasmine Cephas Jones
- James and Tyne Daly
- Buz and David and Jenji Kohan
- Eugene and Daniel Levy
- David and Christopher Lloyd
- Jeff and Adam Margolis
- Walter C. and Paul Miller
- Christopher and Amanda Plummer
- Carl and Rob Reiner
- George Stevens and George Stevens, Jr.
- George Stevens, Jr. and Michael Stevens
- Donald and Kiefer Sutherland
2022 PERFORMER NOMINEES & NOMINATION HISTORY

KAREEM ABDUL-JABBAR (BLACK PATRIOTS: HEROES OF THE CIVIL WAR) 2 nominations, 0 wins
F. MURRAY ABRAHAM (MOON KNIGHT) 3 nominations, 0 wins
JANE ADAMS (HACKS) 2 nominations, 0 wins
ANTHONY A. ANDERSON (ANACOSTIA) 1st nomination
JULIE ANDREWS (BRIDGERTON) 10 nominations, 2 wins
PATRICIA ARQUETTE (SEVERANCE) 5 nominations, 2 wins
SIR DAVID ATTENBOROUGH (THE MATING GAME) 10 nominations, 3 wins
MURRAY BARTLETT (THE WHITE LOTUS) 1st nomination
JASON BATEMAN (OZARK) 12 nominations, 1 win
W. KAMAU BELL (WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT COSBY) 9 nominations, 3 wins
BOBBY BERK (QUEER EYE) 3 nominations, 0 wins
JACINTE BLANKENSHP (INTERSECTION) 1st nomination
ALEX BORSTEIN (THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL) 8 nominations, 3 wins
CHADWICK BOSEMAN (WHAT IF...?) 1st nomination
NICHOLAS BRAUN (SUCCESION) 2 nominations, 0 wins
CONNIE BRITTON (THE WHITE LOTUS) 5 nominations, 0 wins
ADRIEN BRODY (SUCCESION) 3 nominations, 0 wins
RACHEL BROSNAN (THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL) 5 nominations, 1 win
KARAMO BROWN (QUEER EYE) 3 nominations, 0 wins
QUINTA BRUNSON (ABBOTT ELEMENTARY) 1st nominations
BILL BURR (IMMORAL COMPASS) 1st nomination
NICOLE BYER (NAILED IT! AND NICOLE BYER: BBW (BIG BEAUTIFUL WEIRDO) 5 nominations, 0 wins
JERROD CARMICHAEL (SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE AND JERROD CARMICHAEL: ROTHANIEL) 1st nominations
ANTHONY CARRIGAN (BARRY) 2 nominations, 0 wins
PATRICIA CLARKSON (STATE OF THE UNION) 4 nominations, 2 wins
TONI COLLETTE (THE STAIRCASE) 5 nominations, 1 win
JODIE COMER (KILLING EVE) 3 nominations, 1 win
JENNIFER COOLIDGE (THE WHITE LOTUS) 1st nomination
BARBARA CORCORAN (SHARK TANK) 5 nominations, 0 wins
BRIAN COX (SUCCESION) 4 nominations, 1 win
JAMES CROMWELL (SUCCESION) 6 nominations, 1 win
BILLY CRUDUP (THE MORNING SHOW) 2 nominations, 1 win
MARK CUBAN (SHARK TANK) 5 nominations, 0 wins
KIERAN CULKIN (SUCCESION) 2 nominations, 0 wins
KALEY CUOCO (THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT) 3 nominations, 0 wins
ALEXANDRA DADDARIO (THE WHITE LOTUS) 1st nomination
HOPE DAVIS (SUCCESION) 3 nominations, 0 wins
KAITLYN DEVER (DOPESSICK) 1st nomination
COLMAN DOMINGO (EUPHORIA) 1st nomination
HANNAH EINBINDER (HACKS) 2 nominations, 0 wins

★ bold = first time nominee
ELLE FANNING (THE GREAT) 1st nomination
COLIN FIRTH (THE STAIRCASE) 2 nominations, 0 wins
TAN FRANCE (QUEER EYE) 3 nominations, 0 wins
ANDREW GARFIELD (UNDER THE BANNER OF HEAVEN) 1st nomination
JULIA GARNER (OZARK AND INVENTING ANNA) 4 nominations, 2 wins
BRENDAN GLEESON (STATE OF THE UNION) 2 nominations, 1 win
DONALD GLOVER (ATLANTA) 10 nominations, 2 wins
BRETT GOLDSTEIN (TED LASSO) 2 nomination, 1 win
LORI GREINER (SHARK TANK) 5 nominations, 0 wins
BILL HADER (BARRY AND CURB YOUR ENTHUSIASM) 24 nominations, 3 wins

PARK HAE-SOO (SQUID GAME) 1st nomination
MARCIA GAY HARDEN (THE MORNING SHOW) 3 nominations, 0 wins
HARRIET SANSON HARRIS (HACKS) 1st nomination
ROBERT HERJAVEC (SHARK TANK) 5 nominations, 0 wins
NICHOLAS HOULT (THE GREAT) 1st nomination
JUNG HO-YEON (SQUID GAME) 1st nomination
OSCAR ISAAC (SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE) 1st nomination
JANELLE JAMES (ABBOTT ELEMENTARY) 1st nomination
LILY JAMES (PAM & TOMMY) 1st nomination
TOHEEB JIMOH (TED LASSO) 1st nomination
DAYMONT JOHN (SHARK TANK) 5 nominations, 0 wins
LEE JUNG-JAE (SQUID GAME) 1st nomination
MICHAEL KEATON (DOPESICK) 2 nominations, 0 wins
MARTHA KELLY (EUPHORIA) 1st nomination
JAKE LACY (THE WHITE LOTUS) 1st nomination
PADMA LAKSHMI (TOP CHEF) 13 nominations, 0 wins
JAMES LANCE (TED LASSO) 1st nomination
NATHAN LANCE (ONLY MURDERS IN THE BUILDING) 7 nominations, 0 wins
SANAA LATHAN (SUCCESSION) 1st nomination
LAURA LINNEY (OZARK) 8 nominations, 4 wins
DESI LYDIC (DESI LYDIC FOXPLAINS) 1st nomination
JANE LYNCH (ONLY MURDERS IN THE BUILDING) 13 nominations, 5 wins
MELANIE LYNSKEY (YELLOWJACKETS) 1st nomination
MATTHEW MACFADYEN (SUCCESSION) 2 nominations, 0 wins
STEVE MARTIN (ONLY MURDERS IN THE BUILDING) 12 nominations, 1 win
CHRISTOPHER MCDONALD (HACKS) 1st nomination
KATE MCKINNON (SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE) 10 nominations, 2 wins
LAURIE METCALF (HACKS) 12 nominations, 3 wins
ARIAN MOAYED (SUCCESSION) 1st nomination
NICK MOHAMMED (TED LASSO) 2 nominations, 0 wins
SARAH NILES (TED LASSO) 1st nomination
LUPITA NYONG’O (SERENGETTI II) 2 nominations, 0 wins
BARACK OBAMA (OUR GREAT NATIONAL PARKS) 1st nomination
BOB ODENKIRK (BETTER CALL SAUL) 17 nominations, 2 wins
NICK OFFERMAN (MAKING IT) 3 nominations, 0 wins
SANDRA OH (KILLING EVE) 13 nominations, 0 wins
KEVIN O’LEARY (SHARK TANK) 4 nominations, 0 wins
KAITLIN OLSON (HACKS) 2 nominations, 0 wins

**HIMESH PATEL (STATION ELEVEN) 1st nomination**
SARAH PAULSON (IMPEACHMENT: AMERICAN CRIME STORY) 8 nominations, 1 win

**TOM PELPHREY (OZARK) 1st nomination**
AMY POEHLER (MAKING IT AND LUCY AND DESI) 23 nominations, 1 win

**WILL POULTER (DOPESICK) 1st nomination**
ANTONI POROWSKI (QUEER EYE) 3 nominations, 0 wins
MARGARET QUALLEY (MAID) 2 nominations, 0 wins
ISSA RAE (INSECURE) 7 nominations, 0 wins

**SHERYL LEE RALPH (ABBOTT ELEMENTARY) 1st nomination**
CHRISTINA RICCI (YELLOWJACKETS) 2 nominations, 0 wins

**SAM RICHARDSON (TED LASSO) 1st nomination**
TIM ROBINSON (I THINK YOU SHOULD LEAVE WITH TIM ROBINSON) 3 nominations, 0 wins

**SETH ROGEN (PAM & TOMMY) 3 nominations, 0 wins**
NATASHA ROTHWELL (THE WHITE LOTUS) 2 nominations, 0 wins
MAYA RUDOLPH (BIG MOUTH) 9 nominations, 4 wins
RUPAUL (RUPAUL’S DRAG RACE) 17 nominations, 11 wins

**PETER SARSGAARD (DOPESICK) 1st nomination**
ADAM SCOTT (SEVERANCE) 1st nomination

**RHEA SEEHORN (BETTER CALL SAUL AND COOPER’S BAR) 1st nominations**

**AMANDA SEYFRIED (THE DROPOUT) 1st nomination**
TONY SHALHOB (THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL) 12 nominations, 4 wins
MARTIN SHORT (ONLY MURDERS IN THE BUILDING) 13 nominations, 2 wins
ALEXANDER SKARSGÅRD (SUCCESSION) 2 nominations, 1 win
JEAN SMART (HACKS) 12 nominations, 4 wins

**J. SMITH-CAMERON (SUCCESSION) 1st nomination**
SARAH SNOOK (SUCCESSION) 2 nominations, 0 wins

**SEBASTIAN STAN (PAM & TOMMY) 1st nomination**
JEREMY STRONG (SUCCESSION) 2 nominations, 1 win
MICHAEL STUHLBARG (DOPESICK) 2 nominations, 0 wins
JASON SUDEIKIS (TED LASSO) 5 nomination, 2 wins

**SYDNEY SWEENEY (EUPHORIA AND THE WHITE LOTUS) 1st nominations**
JUNO TEMPLE (TED LASSO) 2 nominations, 0 wins
STANLEY TUCCI (CENTRAL PARK) 11 nominations, 4 wins
JOHN TURTURRO (SEVERANCE) 3 nominations, 1 win

**IKECHUKWO UFOMADU (WORDS WITH IKE (CAKE)) 1st nomination**
JONATHAN VAN NESS (QUEER EYE) 5 nominations, 0 wins
HANNAH WADDINGHAM (TED LASSO) 2 nominations, 1 win
CHRISTOPHER WALKEN (SEVERANCE) 2 nominations, 0 wins
HARRIET WALTER (TED LASSO AND SUCCESSION) 3 nominations, 0 wins
JESSICA WALTER (ARCHER) 6 nominations, 1 win
★ bold = first time nominee

SYDNIE WASHINGTON (BRIDESMAN) 1st nomination
TYLER JAMES WILLIAMS (ABBOTT ELEMENTARY) 1st nomination
HENRY WINKLER (BARRY) 8 nominations, 1 win
MARE WINNINGHAM (DOPESICK) 8 nominations, 2 wins
REESER WITHERSPOON (THE MORNING SHOW) 4 nominations, 1 win
JEFFREY WRIGHT (WHAT IF...?) 5 nominations, 1 win
BOWEN YANG (SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE) 3 nominations, 0 wins
LEE YOU-MI (SQUID GAME) 1st nomination
OH YEONG-SU (SQUID GAME) 1st nomination
STEVE ZAHN (THE WHITE LOTUS) 1st nomination
ZENDAYA (EUPHORIA) 4 nominations, 1 win

★ bold = first time nominee